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Abstract
This paper discusses three main problems associated with the control of the motion of a mechanical arm.
1) Transformation between different coordinate systems used to
describe the state of the arm.
2) Calculation of detailed trajectories for the arm to follow when
moving from point A to B. 3) Calculation of the forces that must be applied to the joints of
the arm to make it move along a spedified path.
Each of the above problems is amenable to exact solution, however, the
resulting equations are, in general, too complex to be used in a real
time application. Throughout this paper we investigate methods for getting approximate solutions to these equations.
Work reported herein was conducted at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, a Massachusetts Institute of Technology research program supported
in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of
Defense and monitored by the Office of Naval Research under Contract
Number NO001 4-70-A-0362-0005.
Vision Flashes are informal papers intended for internal use.

I Introduction
This paper discusses problems associated with the control
of a mechanical arm.

Figure I.1 is a partial sohemntic of

the flow of information in a robotic. system containing an
arm.

Here we are primarily concerned with the solid arrows,

Fig. I.1

Partial schematic of a robotic system
containing a mech:m.nical arm.

and with the motion control segment of the arm controller.
In this discussion we assume that the arm is made up
of a series of n links connected by 1 degree of freedom
joints.

In such an arm, motion is caused by forces applied

at the joints.

The only way to control the arm's motion

is by varying these forces.

The arm has internal sensors

which measure the position of the joints.

Some arms also

have sensors to measure the ve'ocity of the joints.

Thus

a generalized coordinate system bnsed on these va'ues is a
"natural" way to specify the state of the arm.
The control signals from the rest of the robot system
are constrained not by hardwc4re. but by the fact that we
want them to be concise and compntible with the rest of
the system.

This meaons that these signals will surely
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not be complete specifications of the path of ?n arm
motion, nor will they be expressed in the coordinate system
natural to the a.rm.

Rsther they will contain just key

information about the motion, expressed in n coordinate
system which is compatible with the rest of the robot
system.
The motion controller has to take these control signals
along with feedback from the arm's internal sensors, and
produce signals to the force transducers in the arm, in
order to control the motion of the arm.

This paper discusses

three main aspects of this:
A) Coordinate Transformation Section II deve'opes method~
that can be used in the motion controller in order to
transform back and forth between the generalized coordinates
for arm position, and other coordinate systems used in
the commends from the rest of the robot system.
B) Trajectory Calculation
effectively develop

The motion controller must

a complete trajectory from the pprtia'

information in the external control signals.

The problem

of selecting a particular trajectory is discussed iA
section III.
C) Force Calculation

Once a path is selected, the arm

must be servoed along this path.

To do this we must

calculate what forces must be applied to the joints in order
to get a given acceleration.

Section IV developes the

equations for calculating these forces.
.ach of the above problems is amenable to exact
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mathematical solution.

However the resulting equations

are, in general, too complex to be used in a real time
application.

Throughout this paper we follow two themes for

dealing with this problem.
A) The equations can often be greati.y simplified by
properly designing the arm.
B) There are a large number of methods available for
getting approximate solutions to the equations.
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II Kinematics
In order to facilitate the analytical treatment, the
links in the arm are numbered, starting with the reference
frame as body 0 and proceeding outward with links 1,2,...,n.
The joints are numbered correspondingly, with joint i
being the connection between body i-i and body i.
Associated with each body i is an orthoginal
coordinate system fixed in the body (see figure II.1).

For

Join

Fig. II.1

Schema.tic of a three joint arm.

body i the zi axis is directed along the axis of joint i+l,
the xi axis is taken along the common normal between the
axes of joints i and i+1 in the direction from joint i to
i+l; and the yi axis completes a right-handed coordinate
system.

The origin of the i t h system is taken as the point

where the xi and z i axis intersect.

11.2
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The relative position of two- adjacent bodies is
completely described by four parameters as follows (see
figure II.1):
ai is the distance between the axes of joint i and
joint i+l, measured along x i .

si is the distance between xi_ 1 and xi measured along
zi- 1 •
bi is the angle between the

i-1 and the z.
i axes

measured in a right-handed sense about x i .
@i is the angle between xi-1 and xi measured in a
right-handed sense about zi-1.
In the case of a rotary joint, @i varies during motion of
the joint and is called the joint variable qi.

For a

prismatic joint, si is the joint variable.
Let xi, yi and zi be the coordinates of a point in

body i, measured in the coordinate system fixed in that
body.

This same point, expressed in terms of coordinates

fixed in body i-1, is given by the matrix equation
(i-l)Ri = Air i

where ri is the column vector
1

Yi
z

and A i1 is the 4x4 transformation matrix
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(i-1)Ri is a vector, having the same form as ri, which gives
the position of the point in body i in terms of the coordinates fixed in body i-l.

Extending this, the position

of a point in body i can be expressed in terms of the
reference frame coordinates (body 0) by the equation
R i = Wir
i
where W i is the 4x4 transformation matrix
W i = A1A2 ... Ai
and Ri is 0Ri.

Using these equations, the position of a

point on any of the bodies in the arm can be expreesed
in the reference frame coordinntes.
We can express the velocity (in the reference frame)
of any point in the arm in terms of the rate of change of
the joint variables just by differentiating the above equation.
Ri = 4

iri) =

d

ri

= 0)

n
let

Vi =

then Ri

i=

T_

(awl = 0

~~

ji)

=

Viri
It should be noted tht C4 is easy to calculate because
-- j

w = A1 A2 ... AJ-•AJA+

... An

(

=0

ij)

There are sensors in the arm which messure the joint
variables and their derivatives (at least in some arms).
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Fig. 11.2

The Scheinman arim design.
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This makes the generalized coordinates (the qi) a natural
way to specify the position and velocity of the arm.
However, for an$ external entity, these coordinates are
not natural, but incomprehensible.

He would prefer a

coordinate system such as the cartesian coordinate system
fixed in the reference frame the.arm is attached to.
As an example, consider a specific arm design, the
Scheinman arm (Scheinman 1969) (see figure 11.2).

There

are many convenient systems for specifying the position
and velocity of this 6 degree of freedom arm.

One. which

we will consider here, could be called "hand oriented"
(see figure 11.3).

In this system, the state of the

arm is described by the position, orientation, velocity,
and angular velocity of the hand.

Fig. II.3 A schematic of the last three joints of
the Scheinman arm, showing the hand oriented
coordinates.
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PH the position vector, gives the coordinates, in the
reference frame, for the point H midwpy between the
finger tips.
oL the orientation angles, specify the angles between the
axes of the reference frame and the axes of a frame
fixed in the hand with origin at H as follows:

4 is the angle between the yO and yh exes
measured about x0.
d is the angle between the z0 and zh axes
measured about yO.

4 is the angle between the x0 and xh axes
measured about zO .
VH

PH is the velocity of point H.

U =kis the angular velocity of the hand about H.

Together these ,*ctorsgive 12 parnmeters that specify
the position and velocity of the arm exactly, just as the
6 qi and their 6 derivatives Qi do.

In order to transform

from the generalized coordinates to the hand oriented
coordinates, we just calculate W g and V 6 (which are functions
of qi and qi) then:
PH - W 6h 6

(h6 is H in body 6, the hando coordinates)

VH - V6 h 6
V6(Ofi-)=wxw6Yc,-h)

(hh is another point in the hand)

The orientation angles oan be caloulated from the
coordinates of three points in the hand (not on a line).
oL= f(W6 h6 W6h6 9 W6h~
6

These transformations

-re cumbersome, but not excessively.
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Things are more complex when we consider the reverse
transformation.

Suppose we nre given the hnnd oriented

coordinates for the arm and wish to calculate what the
joint variables and there derivatives are.
described above can be inverted.

The process

However the resulting

equations are in general very complex because W
6 and V6
are complex functions of qi and qi.
First lets consider the problem of calculating the
qi corresponding to P, andS.

This problem is discussed

by pieper (1968) and is in general complex.

However, in

an arm like Soheinman's where the last three joint axes
intersect, the problem can be devided into two much simpler
ones.
Referring to Fig. 11.3, note that we can calculate
FROM P #-M A

the wrist position vector P

without knowing any of the

values of the qi, because the distance between W and H
does not depend on any of the qi and the orientation of the
vector (P,-PH) depends only ono~.
axes of joints 5 and 6 intersect).

(this is because the
Further note that the

value of q4 does not effect the position of W.

(this is

because the axis of joint 4 passes through W).
Utilizing the above, we can decouple the problem.
He c%,n calculate ql' q2, end q3 from P, alone (note that
they are nearly the spherical coordinates for W, they would
be if all three of the first joint axes intersected).
Then we can calcul.ate q4 , q5, and q6 from O.and the
orientation of bodies 3 and 4.

In this special case,

11.8
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we get a relatively simpe trPnsform,-tion method.
Next we turn to the problem of calculating the qi
from VH and W.

Unfortunatly we can not decouple the

problem as above, however ,Vhitney (un-dated) developed
an elegant method for finding the qi based on the equation:

S = J(Q)Q
where S, Q, S,

and Q are the column vectors

q\
and J(Q)

is

q61

defined by

ij =q.
It turns out that the partial derivatives are easy to
evaluate, and all we have to do is invert J(Q) to get Q

Q = J(Q)-

1

However inverting a 6x6 matrix is not very easy,
and sinee the values of Q calculated are accurate only
at the one point Q, we will have to reevaluate and reinvert
J often.
There is an approximate method available for use here,
that is beautiful in its simplicity.

Given a position S

and a velocity S, we calculate a new position S' that the
arm will be in after a small time dt.

We then calculate

Q and Q' corresponding to S and S' respectively.

Finaly

we estimate Q as
Q = (Q'--)/dt

(which is accurate somewhere in the interval)

We have developed the above equations for a specific arm
and coordinate system in order to illuminate the problems involved.
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III Trajectory Selection
"ny motion of the arm can be completely specified by
its pa.th in space and time.
think about this path.

There are two bn.sic wPys to

One w-y is as a graph of position vs

time, and the other is as a trajectory through phase space.
Phase space for a six link arm has 12 coordinates, 6 are
for the position of the joints and 6 are for the velocity
of the joints.

We wish to use the generalized coordinates

because they are natural for the arm.
When we issue a command for the arm to move, we
don't want to specify the exact path, but rather just
where we want the arm to end up,

and enough intermediate

information so that the arm won't hit anything on the way.
One way to do this would be to specify a path as a list
of phase space points we want the arm to pass through.
The points would be selected so that the piecewise linear
pqth connecting the points wou.d carry the arm far from
any obstacle.

It should be noted that the

command would

probably not use the coordinate system natural to the arm,
but we could translate it to that system.

Aurther flexcbility

could be gained bi a lowing the points to be partialy
specified.

For instance if we are at position A and wish

to go to B while avoiding some obstacle, we might specify
that we are to pass through a point C, and comelto rest
at B but not specify what velocity we areto have at C.
There are an infinite number of paths the arm could
follow through the points,

In order to decide which one
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should be used, we would have to consider several criteria
of path "goodness"

Limits on variables
by-the design of the. arm.

The qi, qii
In

and qi are all bounded

the phase space notion,

this

is translated into the restriction that the path must stay
within a region of the space and the acceleration must be
limited.
Continuity

The physical reality is that the position

and velocity of the arm must follow a continuos path.
Therefore the arm can not actually follow the piieewise
linear path described above.

However we can get as close

an approximation as we want, by s5owing down the arm (this
assumes that the ve"ocities at the path pAints are n't
specified).
Closeness to linear path

On the other hand, if the

-rm is really not going to hit anything then the actual pn:th
must be reasonably c'ose to the niecewise "inear one.
It would also be reasonable to expect that the closer the
points were together the closer the path would be to the
linear one.

This would allow the arm to be guided through

- tight spot by accuratly specifying the path.
In order to meet the above two criteria, there clearly

must be cooperation between the robot system, and the
motion controller.

The external system must not request

impossible motions, and the algorithm used to find the exact
p:nth must not produce a path thr-t strays to fir from
linearity.
Optimal Time

It is well known that in order to get from

II1.3
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point A. to B in minimal time. bang bang control of the
force must be used.

In this tyne of control, the force on

er:ch joint is either zero, ma'1xima•lhy positive, or maxi:lu1.ly
nc7 tive nt Pny time inst:-mnt.

Th, psth is effectively

snecified by the points nt Vch the forces nre switched.
Unfortunately, as described in Xrhn (1960).
the switching points.

in order to find

you must solve a set of partial

differential equrtions.

Kahn develope some approximate

methods that are still far too complex.

We clearly do not

want to spend very much time computing the trajectory,
however we do want to move the arm with reasonable dispatch.
Compatability

There are manyjhings we would like to

see in the path finder, and in the paths in order for them
to fit into th;e overall system.

In particular, we would

like the program to be quick and if nossible we would like
the doatF

that is sent on to

be compact.

the arm servoing program to

M;ost important the output of tie path finder

must be suited to the type of servoing progrrm.
By the servoing method he used (see next section)
P'-ul (397') was forced to comonute a very detailed tr!jectory
and pass a very large amount of informr,.tion to the servoing
routine.

He was not able to do these clculations in real

time.
liere I suggest an interesting method in the phase sprce
domniin.

This method is il-ustrated in figure III.1.

The figure is a phnse spa.ce graph of trajectories for a
one link arm.

The verAcali axis is proportionsl to the

s-qu:ire root of the velocity so that trajectories with constant
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•Aphase space graph for trajectories
for a one link arm

Fig. III.1

•-cceleration wil.l come out as strt.kight lines.

The box.

•round the figure signifies that the position and velocity
are both bounded:

-1 L x -.9

-3- x L 3

It:is also assumed that we don't want the acceleration
to be more-that & or less than -- O(and that we can produce
the force required to get that acceleration anywhere in
the region).
Under these. restrictions it is clear that minimum
time paths are those where .we use bang bang control of
,-ccelernation.

Referring to the figure,.assume that the

positibn A (position 1.. velocity l) and thrt we
s
r:rm iat
want to move it

to B.

V.e note thrit a pt:,th leaving , must
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go out through4he horizontally shaded region, just as a
path approaching B must go through the vertically shaded
region (arrows on the paths indicate direction of travel).
Such a path is A-E-B.
E,

Note that the acceleration changes at

there is no trajectory with constant acceleration from

A to B.

The time optimal pPth is A-C-D-B.

In this ppth

we accelerate from A to C and then decelerate from C to B
through D (note that there is actually no change of acceleration at D; the form of the graph just makes it look
that way).

The only thing that is at all difficult in

this method is finding the points where the acceleration
is going to change, and this is straight forward because
it boils down to finding the intersections of lines.
The path finder could just augment the command given to it
with the switching points, and then the servoing program
could nuide itself through the segments of constant

acceler'ation.

Going to higher dimensions makes things

more complicated but not too much so.
One drawback to this method is that it is not oriented
toward picking a close to linear path, howaver it does have
the property that linearity increases as the points get closer
together.
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IV Dynamics
Once a path has been determined, we have to servo the
a:irm 13long this path.

At each time interval, it is easy to

determine, from the position Rnd velocity of each joint,
what acceleration should be applied to each joint so that
the arm will be on the po'th 4t the next time interval.
However the motors wich move the joints do not produce
accelerations, but forces.

We must determine the force

'.

1

that must be ap-"lied to joint i to nroduce -the accelerati.n.
a.

qi"
'Followingthe deve&opment of Uicker (.1965)

as .)resented

in Kahn (1969), The equations of motion are obtained through
the use of Lagrange's equations for a nonconservative system.
d

-

L=

Fi

i=1,2, ...

,n

where the Lagra.ngian T: is the difference between the kinetic
and potential energies.
L = K-P
To use this formulation we must first obtain expressions
The kinetic enfergy of a particle of infinitesimal

for K and P.

mass dm on link i having coordinates r =(.-xi Yi zi) is

dki.
or

x

)dm

dk i = ½trace(v-r.rTvT)dm

where v.ri.= dR. =

W.r

= ()r

is the velocity of the prrticle.

The totrl kinetic energry

of the link can be found by integrating over the mass of
the link.

IV.2
ki =

trace(vi
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The integral does not denend on qi or qi and since the mnss
distribution of each link in the arm does not chlange over the
life of the arm (with one notable exception see below), the
integral can be precalculated.

The result, designated Ji
is a.complete description of the inertial properties of the
link.

J

1

xi

Y1i

k12

i

m

1

2

k

13

(i11

122+• 33 )

2

k

23

Ihere mi is the mass of the link, i,xiFit Z

2

ki23

2

2

il 1 +k
1

22 -k 33 )

are the coordinates

of the center of mass, and kijk is the jkth radius of gyration
about the origin of coordinates in link i.
The exception mentioned above, is the hand.

When the

hand picks up something, its inertial characteristics
change, particularly if the object picked up is either
heavy or long.

Consider how the motion of R human arm

changes when it is holding a bowling ball or a pole.

In

this formulation, we can tVke account of the object in
the hand by changing the J matrix for the hand.

This

could be done in several ways:
1) We could use a priori knowledge of the inertial
characteristics of the object to alter Jhand*
2) We could use partial information about the object
such as its mass and longest dimension to make an approximate
correction to Jhand"

For instance if the hand picks up a

IV.3
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block which has relatively small dimensions, then we
probably only hsve to take its mass into account.

If -the

mass is also small we may not have to take anything into
account. consider picking up a ping pong ball.
3) An attractive idea is to have the arm system
'iscover the inertial characteristics of the object it is
h.iding,.

This can be done by applying.small canonical

forces to the Joints near the hand, and observing the
accelerations produced.: These experiments can be used to
estimate the components of J.

A procedure like this one

could probably be used to develop the J matrices for the,
whol.e arm.
The total. kinetic energy of the Prm is given by:
n
K = l
itr(v JivT

i=l

the potential energy of the system iscenterual to the sum of
the work required to displace the center of mass of each

link from a horizontal reference plane.
n
+
GW..
P = -Jm

i=l 1
In the above, the.row vector G
G=(

gzy

O g

is

is'the-acceieration due. to gravity-, ri

the coordinates

of the center of mass of link i, and 7 is a constant that
depends on the particul.r reference plain.
Performing.the differentiations in Lagrange's equations
and simplifying gives the following equations of motion:

n

tr(Ui
.(~U

-mj GU

. J :1

j k q k)

i=.2,...

) + tr(Uji.j (•1
,n

Ujk =

k k
N

6q

T
T

___ ·
IV.4
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Note that the formula is divided into three terms.

One

due to the inertial properties of the links depends on
position and accelernation.

The second term due to the

interiction of angular momenta depends on position and
velocity.

The lsst term due to gravity depends only on

position.
In order to determine the forces which need to be
apnlied in a given time interval we need only evaluate this
equation.

However in the above form (the form apparently

used by Paul (1971)) it takes Pbout 2000 4x4 matrix
mu tiplications to evalute the equations (all numerical
estimates in this section are for a 6 link erm).

This

requires more computer time (8 seconds in floating point
on a ]DP/11), then is available in the time interval.
The first thing which should be noted is that the
equations of motion can be expressed in a form that allows
us to take advantage of several recurrence relations
between the terms in the equations. Specifically:
n
__i(tr(UjiJj(Pj+L )) + Gji)
Fi
with the recurrence relations:
Wi = Wi-lAi

W0 = I

= W. SA
U
Uii
W-1~i

i=j

Uji

±13
P

= PjiA +Ujjqj

Uiii =

Uii =

tji1nU

i-1

:Pi

P 1 = Ulq1

IV.5
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vj = VjlAj+Uj jq
L

= L

A.+vj.4. A.+U

2
1.1

v1 = U] q]
L =U
.2
lllql

Each recurrence relation allows us to calculate +ill the
terms in its series in the same amount af time it takes to
calculate the last term.

Taking full advantage of this

allows us to compute the full equations with only 51 4x4
matrix products (and 77 matrix sums and other operations
order 42).

If we further realize that we probably can get

away with doing the calculations in fixed point, we get An
increase

in calculation speed by a factor of 160.

a PDP/11 calculation now only takes 50 ms.

On

This is still

longer than we would like, but it is enough better so that
most approximation methods now give little if any improvement.
As described below, most standard approximations are bogged
down because the equations for the forces have 18 pt;remeters.
Another interesting byproduct of usfing the recurrence
relations is that we now gain very little by omitting
parts of the equations.. This is because when you calculate
the elements of a series with a recurrence. relation you
save-no time at all by omitting a term unless it is the last
one.
Now we consider a variety of methods for determining the
forces which try and reduce the time required.
Ignoring the equations

Perhaps the most basic way to

-void evaluating the equations of motion is to ignore them.
*e will not say very much about this here because it

is

do utilize the
intent to find calculation methods vwich
A

our

IV.6
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full information available in the equations of motion.
However two things sould be mentioned.

First we can

develop a set of linearized equations of motion and use
them.

This approach has the fundamental problem that it

completely ignores all the interrctions of angular momentum.
Second we can try to control the acceleration of the joints
directly.

In order to do this we must sample the acceleration

of the joints at very short time intervals, and since few,
if any, arms have direct acceleration sensors on the joints
we must estimate the acceleration using.second order
differences in position.

Unfortunatly, this procedure

interacts unpleasently with the procedure for calcu'ating
how much force to apply based on past errors in acceleration.
In short this method does not work toowtll unless the time
intervals are extreamly short.
High speed hardware

The most brute force method for

avoiding the computational problems is to use high speed
matrix multiplication

hardware.

This is expensive but

elliminates all problems.
Precomputrtion
forces required.

Another method is to precompute the

This does not work well because as soon

as an error in trajectory developes, the forces are inaccur-te
and the error is liable to grow untill the arm crashes into
something.

This is effectively trying to control the arm

without using feedback.

A way to improve a precomputation

method (used by Paul (1971)) is to do partial precomputation.
The equations of motion can be written as

IV.7.
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D(QQ)Q + E(r,Q.)

Paul planned a detailed trajectory consisting of the exrct
position and velocity of the arm in each time interv.l.
Then he precomputed the matrix .)D,nd-the vector E at eacich
time interval.

Then whine the arm was moving, the forces

could be calculated from the accelerations with one 6x6 matrix
product.

Now small errors in trajectory can be -corrected

by varying the accelerations.

However if a large error

should ever develop...(for instance if the arm hit something)
then the controller would be unable to get the arm back
on the correct path because its precomputed DsF

and E's

would.be useless.
Besides this,this method has two mrcjor drawbacks.
First the trajectory specification,..including all the
precomputed information, was so large that it was passed
to the arm control computer in a disk file.

',e do not

want to have to pass around such bulky information.
overall we have not really saved any time.

Second,

The arm can move

very fast, but then it must sit and wait while. some computer

computes its next trajectory.
Extrapolation' It-is-interesting that we .do have apiece of hardware available which computes the equations
of motion very rapidly., the ýirm.

Each time we smrple the

values of the position sensors on the a.rm, we have

a set

of pa-rameters to the equi-.tions.:..nd the resulting forces.
Can we use these in order to predict what force is needed
in the next time interrv.l?

very much accuracy.

le cn.(see below) but not with

In order to get first order q.ccuracy,.

IV.8
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we must estimate the partial derivatives of each force with
respect to the 18 parameters to the function.

In order to

do this quickly we would like to have 18 pairs of function
values, where only one input varies in each pair.

However

this is not in general what we hP.ve, and so we wil1 have to
take

any- 18 pairs we can get (this requires 7 different

function values).

Then we will have to invert 6 18x18

matrices to get the derivitives.

This has several drawbacks,

foremost, this process takes more time th.n computing the
exrct equations.
'n

A3so there a;re all

inverse doesn't exist etc.

kinds of problems if

If the 7 points are ve:ry

fnr apart in phase space, we don't really get first order
accuracy, in fact we may not get much st all.

Finally

there is some problem with st•rting up, when we don't have
7 function values.
Interpolation

In interpolation we wish to estimate

the same partial derivitives from a set of precomputed data.
In order to avoid large matrix inversions we must have pr:irs
of values where on'y one parameter varies.

If we just kept

data for all combinations of 2 values for each parameter
(this is clearly no where near enough) we would need 218
sets of 6 va-ues.
Lower order extrapolation and interpolation

It is clear

that first order approxim tion is out of the question.
However we can get lower order approximations in two ways.
First we can effectively reduce the number of parameters,
by assuming that some of the prrtial derivatives are zero.
However this throws away the interdependence that we are
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trying to model, and is only accurate if the derivatives
ignored are in

fact small.

Alternatly, it is true that given a set of values, it
is always possible to make a best esti",,te of the value at
another point,

the estimrt.te may just not be very good.

This could be used to get reasonable -pproximations from
2 3 or 4 points.
An interesting combination of the above two methods
is to consider the forces not as functions of the 18
paramters but as a function of one
al~ong the trajectory..

If

Q, ý,

barameter, distance

and Q are all

very oontinuos,

then F will be a continuos -function of path length.

W'e can

get good approximations to F by extrapolating from-several
points on the path.

It is very important to note that " is

in general very discontinuos, and we can not extrapolate with
any certainty beyond a discontinuity.
Joint looking. We might mean either of two things by

locking a joint
1) we just specify that the velocity and acceleration
at the .joint-are to be kept zero.
2)

w'e physically.look the joint with a pin, or with

friction so that it

csAtt move.

In this case the dirivatives

with.respect to this joint variable all vanish.
In the first case we.save no calculations, because we
must ca.lculate the force to hold the joint still.

In the

-;cond c.ss -we still don' t anve much because of- the recurrence
rel':tions.
we locked all

However this .could be useful, for..instance if
-three hand joints in the second sense we would
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The calculation procedure ce'ld

be written so as to automatically take advantage of this if

each matix was stored with an additional flag that said
whether it was zero, if so the result of multiplying this
matrix by another would be immedialely known.
Storing Typical Trajectories

This is predicated on

the idea that most of the motions of the arm are stereotypoed,
and follow a reasonably small number of typical trajectories.
Further any non-standard motions we make we are willing to
make slowly.

I think th#ere is considerable support for the

idea thnt this is true for human motions. and th,,t people
lern about typical trajectories.
tennis.

One example of this is

The path the arrm fol) ows as it hits the ball

must be very exact.

The racket Tust reach n very precise

point in pohse space at a very precise time.

Instructors

stress the need for a plaryer to Rlways get into a standard
position before making a swing, so that the trpjectory will be
mearly identical to the ones practiced.

It seems that people

are unable to move their arms accurately enough unless they
have a lot of prior knowledge about the motion.
The question is how best to store information that will
enable the arm to adapt this inform:tion to motions which Pre
close to the standard ones.

One group of ways stems from

considering what a standard trajectory in phase space is.
If motions are stereotyped then they are confined to
several smnll regions of phase soace, and we could describe
these prths by describing the regions.
'Ye c'uD.d do this
1
by precomputing function va ues in the region, however as
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mentioned above, we wou2d have to settle for low order
interpolation among these points.

It would be better for us

to store precomputed information such as Paul's, which would
allow us to adjust the stored inform:tion as far as
accelervtion.

The forces computed would be accurate as Ibng

as: we were neRr one of the. typical. points.

How nes'r wr. would

h-.ve to be wluld depend on the values of the partial derivatives
near the point.

Perhaps better, we could store precomputed

va ues of the partial derivatives, so that we could use first
order interpolation.

Now how olose we would have to be would

depend. on the second partials.
mor- looking into.

I think this approach needs

We must know what kinds of values the

dirivativew have, and how stereotyped the motions really are.
Another way of storing typical trqjectories would be
in some. procedural form.

There would be a procedure for

each motion, and.that procedure would be puarameterized
by values appropriate to thr4t motion.

For instance throwing

a ball would be parameterized.by the velocity we wish the ball
to have, and the point at which it is te be released.
It is interesting to hote tht if typical trajectories
are stored as informntion about phase sppce regions, then it
is-cle.r how the n.rm controller cou7d

earn about a new

trajectory by doing it, and remembering the properties of

that region of phase space.
Predictor corrector

One last method involves evaluating

the full equatioi-s but not at every time interval.

For

ins-t:;nce if the path was.specified as E-sseries of segments.
of constant accel.eration, then we would evaluate the full
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equations to get stnated, and then use path length
parnmeterized extrapolation based on the errors in trajectory
observed to servo the arm allong the trajectory.

If the

errors ever became very large then we would recompute the
full equations to get us started back to the right path.
In the above it would probably be wise to eva'uate the equations
to get partial information like Paul's in order to take
advantage of the added flexability.
There are many variations on the above theme, but they
all have they same basic structure.

We compute the expct

equations, which are only accurate at one point, and then
use low order extrapolation to stretch this one evaluation
over many tihe intervals.

Just how well the method would

work depends (as always) on the values of the derivatives
we are trying to gloss over.
This method has the advantage that no matter what
kind of trouble we get into, no matter what corner of phase
space we end up in, we can always just recompute the exact
equations and work our way out.
applicability.

The method has general
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